All-in-one recording device

The new FTR Touch™ puts a compact, reliable and easy-to-use digital court recording workstation right at your fingertips. Its small footprint and reliable performance is ideal for courts requiring stand-alone HD audio and video recording with minimal operator training.

FTR Touch™ also allows for flexibility in your digital recording environment by interfacing with most USB mixers and IP cameras.

Benefits

• Record, annotate, store and play back FTR court recordings.
• Space-saving design.
• Easy deployment.
• Minimal operator training required.
• Accidental damage protection.
• Compatible with all FTR Software such as EMS and Court.fm™.
• FTR Touch™ users can now take advantage of FTR’s software assurance options.
• Able to be run in limited kiosk mode preventing access to Windows 10 interface without an administrator password.

Includes

• FTR Gold™ 6.0
• FTR Player™
• FTR Manager™
• FTR Log Notes™
• Dell All-in-One touch-screen PC
• 3 years of support and maintenance
Works with

- **FTR Gold™**, the industry standard in multi-channel digital audio/video court recording.
- **FTR Log Notes™** provides digital court record users with a time driven interactive map of the recording.
- **FTR Player™** lets you use the record as it was intended with full control over microphone volume, speech speed and foot pedal support.
- **FTR Manager™** introduces the concept of sealing and unsealing recordings across your sites and allows authorized users the ability to lockdown access to sensitive recordings.

Technical Specifications

- Dell All-in-One 19.5" Touch PC w/ Intel Core i5/7500T, 8GB DDR4, 128GB SSD, Windows 10 Pro 64-bit, integrated camera, wired keyboard and mouse.
- 1 year FTR software support and maintenance.
- 3 year hardware warranty including accidental damage.
- Free delivery to most countries.

*Note specifications subject to change. Please check when ordering.*